ABSTRACT. It is shown that if a contraction T is a quasiaffine transform of a unilateral shift of finite multiplicity, then both the approximate point spectrum and the essential spectrum of T coincide with the unit circle.
Let Ti and T2 be bounded linear operators on Hilbert spaces Mi and M2, respectively. The operator Ti is said to be a quasiaffine transform of T2 if there exists an injection X: U\ -* #2 with dense range such that XTi = T2A, and this relation of Ti and T2 is denoted by Ti <T2. If both T\ < T2 and T2 < T\, then we say that Ti and T2 are quasisimilar. We also write Ti -<l T2 to denote that there exists an injection A such that ATi = T2X. In this note we treat contractions on a separable Hilbert space which are quasiaffme transforms of unilateral shifts. Examples of such contractions are given by the results of Clary (see [3, pp. 448-450] ) and [7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14] . On the other hand, the results of [1, 11] show that such contractions inherit the reflexivity and the bicommutant property of unilateral shifts.
Suppose that a contraction T is a quasiaffme transform of a unilateral shift S. Then it is easily seen that every A in the open unit disc D = {A: |A| < 1} is an eigenvalue of T* with dim ker(T* -XL) > dim kerS* and therefore o(T) = D. Also for every A in D, the operator T -XI is injective. In this note we prove that if the multiplicity of S (= dim ker5*) is finite, then both the approximate point spectrum <7ap(T) and the essential spectrum oe(T) of T coincide with the unit circle 3D. This result is applied to show that any analytic Toeplitz operator quasisimilar to a unilateral shift of finite multiplicity must be a unilateral shift. We also characterize contractions which are quasiaffme transforms of unilateral shifts of finite multiplicity in terms of their characteristic functions. This result is similar to the one of Wu [14, Theorem 2.4] which characterizes contractions quasisimilar to unilateral shifts of finite multiplicity. THEOREM l. Let T be a contraction such that T < S, where S is a unilateral shift. If the multiplicity of S is finite, then <7ap(T) = cxe(T) = <9D and indTindS, where for a Fredholm operator A, ind A denotes Fredholm index.
In Theorem 1, if the multiplicity of S is infinite, then the conclusion <7ap(T) = <9D need not hold even if T is quasisimilar to S (cf. [2] ). Also in this case, dim ker(T -XI)* > dim kerS* = 00 for every A in D and so cre(T) = D.
Before going to the proof, let us apply Theorem 1 to analytic Toeplitz operators. For / in H°°, the analytic Toeplitz operator Tf is the operator of multiplication by / on H2, i.e., T¡h = fh for h G H2. The analytic Toeplitz operator T¡ is a unilateral shift if and only if / is a nonconstant inner function, and in this case the multiplicity of Tf is dim(H2 9 fH2). COROLLARY 1. Let b be a finite Blaschke product and f G H°°. If \\fWoo < 1 and Tf <Tb, then T¡ is unitarily equivalent to Tb.
PROOF. Since Tb is a unilateral shift of finite multiplicity and ||T/|| = ||/||oo < L it follows from Theorem 1 that r7ap(Tf) = <9D and dim kerTÎ = dim kerT6* (< co).
Let Mf be the operator of multiplication by / on L2. Then, since o(M¡) -(7ap(T/) (see, for example, the proof of [6, Proposition 7.6]), the normal operator Mj is unitary and so / is inner. It follows that Tf is a unilateral shift and its multiplicity is equal to dim kerT6*. This shows that T¡ and Tb are unitarily equivalent.
In [4] Conway showed that if b is a single Blaschke factor, i.e., if Tf, is a unilateral shift of multiplicity one, then any analytic Toeplitz operator quasisimilar to Tb must be unitarily equivalent to it. We have the following Tb ■<* Tf -<« Tb implies T¡ <Tb. Therefore the result follows from Corollary 1.
In the following discussion, we use the functional model of Sz.-Nagy and Foias. [9] for completely nonunitary contraction. Here a contraction is completely nonunitary (c.n.u.) if there is no nonzero reducing subspace on which it is unitary.
For a (separable) Hilbert space £, let L2(£) and H2(£) denote the spaces of ¿"-valued L2-and .//^-functions on dD, respectively.
For two Hilbert spaces £ and £', let H°°(£,£') denote the space of operator-valued //°°-functions on dD whose values are operators from £ to £'. Let T be a c.n.u. contraction, and let DT = ran(/ -T*T) and VT-= ran(/ -TT").
For the characteristic function 9T of T, which is a contractive operator-valued function in H°°(Dt,Dt*), set
Ar(e") = (/ -eT(eíí)*eT(eíí))1/2.
Then the (unitarily equivalent) functional model of T is the operator S(@t) on the Hilbert space
defined by s(eT)(f®g) = P(xf®xg), where x(elt) = elt and P denotes the orthogonal projection of H2(Dt-)®AtL2 (Dt) onto H(eT) (see [9, Chapter VI]).
If T is a contraction such that T -< S, where S is a unilateral shift, then it is easily seen that T is of class Co, that is, T*n -» 0 strongly as n -* co, and therefore T is c.n.u. and 67-is inner (see [9, Proposition VI.3.5]), i.e., @T(elt) is isometric a.e. Thus the functional model S(Qt) acts on the space H(<dT) -H2(Dt-) © QtH2(Dt).
We also remark the following facts for a c.n.u. contraction T: For every a G D, dim ker(T -al) = dim kerO^a), dim ker(T -ai)* = dim kerO^a)*, and the left-invertibility oîT-al is equivalent to that of Or (a)-In fact, these follow from the facts that for the contraction Ta and b~ng G baH2(DT). Hence / G b%+1H2(g) and g G bl+lH2(DT). Thus we can
show by induction on n that / G C\n>r,b1¡lH2(g), so that / = 0. This shows that Y is injective and therefore S <% S(Qt)-The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the lifting theorem (see [9, Theorem II.2.3 or Theorem VI.3.6]).
LEMMA 2. If T is a contraction and T -< S, where S is the unilateral shift on H2(£), then there exists an outer function $ G H°°(Dt*, £) such that QtH2(Dt) = {fGH2(DT*):$f = 0}. This completes the proof.
PROOF. The relation T -< S implies that T is c.n.u. and its functional model S(@t) acts on H(QT) = H2(DT-) © @TH2(DT). Let
In [14], Wu characterized contractions which are quasisimilar to unilateral shifts of finite multiplicity. We have an analogue of this result for contractions which are quasiaffme transfroms of unilateral shifts.
Recall that a contraction T is of class Cj. if lim^i-^oo ||T"x|| ^ 0 for all nonzero x, and T is of class Cio if it is of class Ci. and of class Co-PROPOSITION l. Let T be a contraction.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) T -< S, where S is a unilateral shift of finite multiplicity.
(ii) T is a contraction of class Ciq with dim kerT* < oo and there exists a nonzero S G H°° such that *S>®T = SI for some * G H°°(Dt*,Dt).
PROOF. (i)=>(ii) By Theorem 1, dim kerT* = dim kerS* < co, and the existence of the function 6 G H°° follows from Lemma 3. It is also easily seen that T is of class Cio- , and since T is of class Ci», / = 0. Thus A is injective, and therefore T is a quasiaffme transform of the unilateral shift S | ran A, whose multiplicity is equal to dim kerT* < co by Theorem 1. This proves (i).
For two operators Ti on Mi and T2 on M2, Ti <cl T2 denotes that there is a family {Aa} of injections Xa : Mi -► M2 such that AQTi = T2Aa and VQranAQ = M2.
We write Tj ~ci T2 if Tx -<c¿ T2 and T2 -íc¿ Ti. In [10] , this relation T, ~c¿ T2 is called completely injection-similarity.
[10, Proposition 3] shows that the relations T -< S, where T is a contraction and S is a unilateral shift, need not imply the quasisimilarity of T and S. PROPOSITION 2. Let T be a contraction and S be a unilateral shift (whose multiplicity may be infinite). Then the relation T -< S is equivalent to T ~Cî S.
PROOF. That T ~c< S implies T < S was proved in [ where Sn is the unilateral shift on //2(ker0T(an)*). If dimkerS* < co, then by Theorem 1 we have dim ker©x(ct")* = dimkerS*, and the equality also holds in case dim ker S* = co, because the relation T -< S implies dim ker©7<(a")* = dim ker(T -anI)* > dim kerS*. Thus Sn is unitarily equivalent to S, and therefore to prove S -<cl T, we have only to show \fn ran yn = H(Qt)-Suppose that / in H(®t) is orthogonal to all ranY". The orthogonality of / to TanYn implies that f(an) is orthogonal to ker©7-(aTi)*, that is, f(an) G ran@7'(a").
We now use the function $ given in Lemma 2. Since $67-= 0, we have 4>(a")0r(an) = 0 and therefore §(an)f(an) = 0 for all n. It follows from the uniqueness theorem for an operator-valued analytic function that $/ = 0, and so / G QTH2(DT)-Then, since / G //(Or), we have / = 0. This shows V"ranrn = //(0T).
